Among the literature of spelling, now of considerable extent, there have been many valuable investigations made with the object of learning and describing the source of the ability to spell, its measurement, hygiene, relation with other abilities, the source of memories involved and their relative efficiency. There have been very few attempts to discover the limits of the problem, to define its exact nature, and to seek specific remedies. The waste of time and money in the teaching of spelling is a commonplace among educators. It has been variously calculated that from one to three years is lost in the school life of every child in the process of learning to spell, and the national loss has been estimated in hundreds of millions of dollars. While these estimates are more or less guesswork, the practical school problem is the double one, first of gaining efficiency, and second of saving time.
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I. PBOBLEM
The investigation, some of the results of which are set forth in the following pages, was begun some years ago in the belief that a great economy of time might be effected if for a given age the extent and nature of misspellings were determined. It sought, therefore, to learn not only what words are misspelled, but also how they are misspelled; and having arrived at this knowledge, it aimed at devising by experiment and practice efficient and time-saving methods of teaching this material. The specific objects of the investigation may be stated as follows:
1. To determine what words are most frequently misspelled by the graduates of high schools and preparatory schools.
2.
To determine how these words are misspelled. 3. To determine how these words may be taught and learned with a TniniTmim expenditure of time and energy on the part of teacher and student.
II. MATERIAL
The material used was the compositions written upon subjects from their own experience by candidates for the College Entrance Examination Board's papers in English in the years 1913-1919 inclusive. This material seems to afford a safe basis for investigation for it is broad in its nature, offering free scope for free composition on matters within the experience and knowledge of the writer; it is the work of 2414 students widely scattered, resident in forty-six different states; it is the work of pupils of seventeen to eighteen years of age from every social class and every kind of school training; it represents the product of this training when it has presumably reached a uniform level-the level set by the College Entrance Examination Board. That the conditions under which the compositions were written were not found disturbing or distracting is evidenced by the fact that nearly forty per cent of the books were finished and handed in before the expiration of the time allotted.
In approximately 1,378,000 words of free composition written by 2414 different candidates 2602 words were misspelled; and these 2602 words gave rise to 14,002 misspellings. It should be observed that in this count was not included the work of candidates obviously illiterate, and of foreigners unacquainted with the English language, and that in the composition work of every individual a word misspelled was counted only once, unless the writer varied in his misspelling, in which case each variation was counted. A word obviously containing two or more misspellings (e.g., resieve for receive) appears in the count as a single misspelling. The distribution of these 2602 words in relation to the 14,002 misspellings is given in Diagram No. I.
From this diagram it is seen that 10 words were responsible for more than 6 per cent of the total misspellings; 50 words were responsible for nearly 20 per cent; 100 for more than 30 per cent; 200 for 44 per cent; 300 for more than 50 per cent;and 775 for nearly 75 per cent. The plotted curve in Diagram No. II shows the distributions of the misspellings of these 2602 words.
In what follows attention is centered upon these 775 words of greatest frequency. They include all the words which were misspelled, To attack intelligently the problem in hand it is clearly necessary to know not only what words are the causes of the trouble, but also how they cause it. It was thought advisable, therefore, from the first to record not only the word misspelled, but the form of the misspelling. When these forms of misspelling were collected, classified and studied, the existence of certain current types of misspelling in many words became evident. Many words displayed not merely one misspelling, but two, and sometimes three types of error. If the relative frequency of types of misspelling was to be determined it was necessary first to classify the errors occurring in the recorded forms, each under its proper type. When, therefore, two different" errors occurred in a single word, each error was recorded with the type to which it belonged. Thus existence is frequently misspelled existance, and less frequently exsistence. But sometimes a student writes exsistance, thus making two separate and distinct errors in the spelling of the word. Again the form comite shows three errors; m for mm, t for tt, e for ee. In all such cases, each error for the purpose of type study was catalogued separately according to class. The 10,497 misspellings of 775 words resolved themselves into 10,853 type misspellings. Of the 775 words studied the first 50 in order of frequency of misspelling are set forth in the following list. In the first column occurs the word, in the second the number of times it was misspelled, in the third the different types of misspelling with their relative frequencies.
to 158, two 8, toe 1 it's 154, itt's 3, hit's 1, it'z 1, its's 1 beleive 72, bilieve 3, beleeve 2, beleave 1 to-gether 51, to gether 18, togeather 4 there 37, thier 26, they're 3 principle 59, prinsipal 2, principall 2 comittee 22, committe 18, commitee 16, committy 10, committey 2 therefor 49, there fore 5, therfore 2, theirfore 5 seperate 57, saperate 4 pleasent 50, plesant 13, plessant 2 recieve 50, recive 4, reseive 2, resceive 1 benifit 37, benefet 16, benefeit 5, benefite 2 ocured 42, ocurred 8, accured 2, occered 2 their 51, ther 2 oelock 41, o-clock 8 The object of the study of the misspellings of these 775 words was to evolve a classification and presentation of this material for the purpose of teaching it with thoroughness but with the greatest economy of time and energy on the part of teacher and student.
An examination of the 775 words most frequently misspelled by boys and girls of seventeen to eighteen shows that more than 50 per cent of the misspellings are of words in the grade vocabularies, and 31 per cent are of words in Ayres' list of the thousand commonest English words. And yet the joint vocabularies of these students is large and varied. Only 45 out of the 775 words occur in the 600 words which, according to Ayres, constitute more than seven-eighths of the ordinary words of written expression; 606 or 78 per cent of the 775 words do not occur at all in Ayres' thousand commonest words; and 37.6 per cent are not to be found in the combined vocabularies of 13 adults as investigated by Cook and O'Shea. About one-third of the misspellings collected are of words of three syllables; one-third misspellings of dissyllables; and one-third misspellings of monosyllables or of words of four syllables or more.
(B) Nature of the Misspellings 1. Derivatives.-It is important for the pedagogy of spelling to know whether the word lists presented should include derivatives, or whether they should be drawn up, as is usually the case, upon a dictionary basis. Table I shows the relative frequency of misspellings of derivatives. About one-quarter of the misspellings of high school and preparatory school graduates are misspellings of derivatives.
2. Lapses.-There is an obvious distinction between a misspelling which is clearly due to ignorance of the correct form of the word, and a lapse or error of inattention. An effort was made to determine what proportion of the total 10,497 misspellings fall into certain species of lapses as denned by those who have studied them. The classifica-tion adopted is not a complete one, nor are the various classes mutually exclusive; but each is fairly definite. No misspelling has been counted in more than one class, though arbitrary judgment was necessary in many cases in making the decision as to which class a particular error should fall. The classification is adopted from the work of Bawden, Hollingsworth, Winford and others. The results of this classification are shown in Table II .
The writer is of the opinion that a great many misspellings which have been placed in one or other of these 11 classes are not real lapses at all, and that the analysis of lapses is at present not sufficiently exact to make such a classification as that attempted in the table of much value. The first three categories are obviously too wide in their implications. And yet with due allowance for the fact that an exact differentiation of lapses and errors of ignorance is not possible, the table does give evidence of the great amount of misspelling which is due to carelessness and inattention. If the classification had been extended to include errors due to the influence of auditory imagery, errors due to "internal speech" or "mental pronunciation," ellipses due to previous pronunciation of the same sound, and other lapse errors defined by Bawden, the number of misspellings which might be claimed as due to lapses would be a formidable majority of the whole.
3. Critical Point.-It is necessary, if the teaching of spelling is to be made efficient, to know not only what words are difficult but in what way they are difficult. Accurate knowledge of the common or "popular" misspelling in words usually misspelled is one of the clear paths to the saving of time and labor in the teaching of spelling. It is of the utmost importance for us to know what proportion of the aggregate misspellings of a students of a particular age is due to a single crux in the words he frequently misspells. The modern theory of the teaching of spelling rightly places great stress upon the anticipation and prevention of error and upon making the first impression clear and strong. But unless we know in what part of the word lurks the particular error we wish to anticipate and prevent, and unless we know what emphatic first impression we wish to give, how can this teaching be effective? Teachers have generally worked from purely supposititious foundations, as if this knowledge were intuitive; and have in many instances overlooked the real pitfalls in the words they present. It is clear that in anticipating and preventing error by emphatic first impression or in removing it when it has begun to grow, the first step is to be certain what that error is. Table III gives the number and proportion of misspellings which may be traced to a popular error in each word. Thus out of a total of 10,853 type misspellings of 775 words, 8312 or 76.6 per cent are due to a single false form in the case of each word. In other words, in writing the form of these 775 words, the student is inclined toward a particular error. If that error can be forestalled, anticipated, or corrected, 76.6 per cent of the misspellings will disappear.
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